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Abstract
This study focuses on the impact of mode and sampling procedures on polling accuracy during
the period of the 2016 presidential election. Utilizing all national and state level polls released
during the final 7 days of the election, polls are classified based on the mode and sampling
procedure utilized. Accuracy is then analyzed using the average absolute error of the top two
candidates (Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton). The study finds that polling methodologies are
utilized at very different rates, with polling in the final weeks of the 2016 election being
dominated by Internet / River sampling methodologies (45% of polls). Within the sample of
polls, RDD / Live Interviewer polls were the most accurate at both the state and national level.
The least accurate polls were those that utilized online / river sampling methods. Significance
testing was also conducted to measure the significance of the differences in average absolute
errors between RDD / Live interview polls and the least accurate, Internet / River Sampling.
Both a stratified Fisher-Pitman permutation test and a test using the untransformed absolute
difference from the election outcome find strong support for the hypothesized difference between
RDD and river surveys.
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Introduction
When people went to bed on November 7th, 2016, most in America were confident that
Hilary Clinton would be the 45th President of the United States. However, by the end of
November 8th, many were shocked both by the outcome and the perceived inaccuracy of the
polls conducted. Headlines certainly bore this out during the following weeks and months, with
some arguing that this was a sign that polling had lost its scientific credibility. The influence and
awareness of polling within Presidential elections has continued to grow since presidential straw
polls were first conducted in the early nineteenth century. The 2016 election cycle proved to be
no different with high levels of spending and public awareness towards the findings of various
pollsters.
New forms of quantitative journalism, such as FiveThirtyEight and the New York Times’
Upshot published electoral models that predicted the outcomes of races using polling data. Polls
were extensively incorporated into news broadcasts and articles detailing the predicted outcomes
of the election at any given time. This narrative quickly shifted when the official results were
announced and Donald J. Trump was elected the 45th President of the United States, contrary to
what many polls seemed to suggest. On the day before the election, the New York Times Upshot
released a model showing that the polling data suggested Hillary Clinton had an 85% chance of
winning the Presidential election. When media consumers instead witnessed Trump election, a
discussion began to be shaped surrounding polling’s inability to accurately predict results. This
was further supported by past polling failures, such as during the Brexit elections.
However, this narrative bucks the observed trend that scientific polling has become more
accurate over time. Since 1958, the accuracy of pre-election polls has averaged around 2% points
off the actual election result. The post-2016 media storm would seem to suggest that this number

should be much higher for the 2016 election. The purpose of this study is to examine the
accuracy of the 2016 election polls, analyzing if mode and sampling are predictors of a poll’s
accuracy. The expansion of polling in the twentieth century has led to a diffusion of polling
methodologies, without a significant amount of popular analysis regarding the accuracy of these
methods. While many companies claim to offer high rates of accuracy, there are also competing
motivations of reducing costs and fielding time required to produce surveys. “Poll” has become a
unintelligible word for many media consumers, but that does not mean it is too late to strive to
differentiate between polls using the most scientifically rigorous methodologies and those that
produce higher levels of error and variance. Understanding public opinion and preferences in the
American electoral system is too important.
Background
Election polling is arguably one of the most ubiquitous examples of statistics found in
everyday life, and has found increasing prominence in both popular media and public discourse.
While polling can be traced back to censuses administered several millennia ago and to the straw
polls conducted early in America’s political history, surveys did not become more widely
adopted until the twentieth century (Weisberg, 2005). The number of public polls has continued
to grow since the 1990s, with polling being fully entrenched in the news stories about campaigns
by the early 2000s (Frankovic, 2005). Accompanying polling’s greater prominence has been an
expansion of the variety of survey methodologies used by pollsters in pre-election polling, as
well as proponents for different types of survey sampling and administration methods. This has
placed increased importance on gaining a better understanding of sources of error in polling
design and administration. While there are many potential types of error that have been covered

in previous studies, this paper focuses on mode and sampling methodologies as a focus of
analysis.
Over time, survey research has seen the evolution and transition of modes of data
collection used in pre-election polling. While face-to-face interviewing was originally the
predominant mode of data collection (Chang & Krosnick, 2009), significant increases in cost
since the 1970s (De Leeuw & Collins, 2012) prompted the development and implementation of
alternative data collection modes such as telephone interviewing and interactive voice recording
(IVR) administration (Dillman, 2000). Internet surveys emerged in the late 1990s, with new and
established polling firms adopting online data collection for practical and financial motivations.
With the adoption of new modes of data collection, there continues to be debate in the survey
community about new methodologies’ accuracy and impact upon data quality. Within the
literature, there is a long history of mode comparison studies, such as comparing face-to-face to
telephone surveys (Holbrook, Green, & Krosnick, 2003) and telephone to Internet surveys
(Fricker, Galesic, Tourangeau, & Yan, 2005). This study will continue this tradition, but will
classify polls additionally based on the type of sampling method utilized.
While the theory of probability was established in the 18th century (Groves et. al., 2011),
its principles were not fully applied until the 20th century as the idea of probability sampling in
survey research was introduced. Since then, the majority of survey researchers have utilized a
probability-sampling framework (Baker et al., 2013). RDDs emergence in the 1970s helped to
alleviate growing concerns about the cost, difficulty, and coverage problems of earlier
probability samples as RDD surveys could be done at relatively low cost and non-response (at
least in this early time-period) (Glasser & Metzger, 1972). However, increasing costs associated
with probability sampling methods and increasing concerns about telephone survey coverage due

to the growth of cellphones have led to increased growth and interest in online sampling methods
(Cooper, 2000; Baker et al., 2013). The sampling approaches within nonprobability sampling
vary significantly, such as with opt-in panels that recruit participants using a variety of methods.
Within the existing literature, several studies have found instances in which pre-election polling
non-probability samples have yielded results similar to or better than probability-based survey
samples (Terhanian et. al. 2001; Vavreck & Rivers 2008). However, leading survey research
associations such as AAPOR still suggest that researchers should avoid nonprobability online
panels when “one of the research objectives is to accurately estimate population values” among
other situations (Baker et. al., 2010). With this issue far from settled, this study seeks to utilize
pre-election polls from the 2016 Presidential election to better understand the effect of sampling
and mode on poll accuracy.
Methodology
The data set utilized in this study was constructed by incorporating all the polls available
on the FiveThirtyEight, Real Clear Politics, and the New York Times Upshot websites that were
fielded on October 30th or later (the final week before the election). This was done to include
only polls that should be the most accurate based on those polls capturing respondent’s opinion
nearest to the election. Each poll was then classified based on the mode and sample used. Mode
refers to the mode of respondent data collection. Within the data set, polls utilized a variety of
modes including:
Live telephone interviewers: a live person interviewing the respondent over telephone to collect
their responses to the questions answered
Interactive Voice Response (IVR): the respondent interacting with a recorded voice and
entering their responses either by voice or keypad

Internet: surveys in which the respondent answers the survey questions using the internet on the
computer, a tablet, or cellphone
IVR + Internet: a mix of both the above IVR and Internet methods
IVR + Live telephone interviewers: a mix of both the above IVR and live telephone methods
In survey research, live interviewer is considered the gold standard due to its higher response
rates and lower respondent error, however our study seeks to measure the accuracy of all modes
during the 2016 Presidential election to better understand which proved to be the most accurate.
The second method polls are categorized by is sampling method. Polls in the 2016
Presidential election used a variety of sampling methods including:
Random Digit Dial (RDD) using landline and cellphones: the process of generating both
landline and cellphone numbers through a random process of number selection
Address based sampling: a methodology that relies on a sample generated by residential
addresses through the US Postal Service
Lists of people registered to vote: a sample generated by using the registered voters of a certain
area and producing a list of telephone numbers from this voter data.
Automobile owners: a sample consisting of automobile owners that have purchased a particularbrand of car to create a sample during the 2016 election
River sampling: on online sampling method that involves directing visitors of specific internet
pages to participate in a survey
Opt-in panels: an online sampling method in which panel members that have signed up with a
specific panel company to take surveys, often for some type of reward
Unknown online samples: an online sample for which we were unable to identify the type of
sample used

To measure the accuracy of each poll, poll results were broken down based on the
predicted vote share of each candidate. Poll results were adjusted to eliminate the “don’t knows”,
due to the expectation that don’t knows will reallocate themselves proportional to the non- don’t
knows (Shuman & Presser, 1981). Actual election results were gathered from individual state’s
Secretary of State, who is tasked with maintaining data regarding the results of elections. The
average absolute error for two candidates, the statistic most of interest for this project, is
calculated by taking a candidate’s polled result, subtracted from the actual result (taking the
absolute value of this number). The same is then done for the second major party candidate, with
those two values averaged together to calculate the average absolute error for two candidates.
While polling and election data was collected for all candidates listed on the ballots, the focus is
placed on the two major party candidates because of their presence on ballots in all states and in
all polls.
Additional significance testing was also conducted using both a nonparametric and a
parametric mixed-model approach. The nonparametric approach seeks to avoid making
distributional assumptions about the errors while still accounting for state-level clustering and
uses a stratified Fisher-Pitman permutation test to test the difference in the natural logarithm of
the squared difference from the election outcome. We stratify by state to ensure that our results
are not driven by the differences in the distribution of survey types between states. The second
approach is a parametric mixed-model approach. This allows us to use a more complex model,
taking into account variation in treatment effects between states as well as variation between
survey organizations. Only RDD and river surveys within one week of the election are included
in the analysis. In addition to national surveys, the data include state surveys from all 50 states
and the District of Columbia. Note that the District of Columbia is treated as a “state” for the

purposes of this analysis despite not actually having statehood. We include only state-level
surveys in our primary analysis. This eliminates the risk that some organizations might include
the same respondents in state-level and national surveys and increases comparability between
polls. As a robustness check, we also ran our analysis using both state and national polls. Due to
the relatively small number of national polls during the last week of the campaign, there is
insufficient data to analyze national polls alone.
Findings
An important initial discovery is that different types of polling methodologies are utilized
at very different rates. Polling in the final weeks of the 2016 election was dominated by a few
online survey companies, Survey Monkey and Google Consumer Surveys, which fielded 47% of
the polls in the lead up to election day. The methods with the highest expected accuracy, RDD
and live interviewer surveys, consisted of a relatively small percentage of polls conducted (and
especially at the state level). This has important implications as we consider the average
accuracy of each method when compared to its rate of utilization during the 2016 election. A
detailed breakdown of the frequency of each polling type can be seen in Table 1.1

1

For the purpose of this analysis, it is assumed that no two polls in this analysis involve the two same responses. However, it is possible that
some surveys reported national statistics based on aggregated state numbers.

Table 1: Poll Type Frequency (State and National)
Live
Interviews

IVR

17

2

RDD
Address-based Sampling
People Registered to Vote

Internet

IVR + Internet

IVR + Live
Phone

Other Mixed
Methods

5

19

1

1
16

19

Automobile Owners

24

River Sampling

156

Opt-In Panel

11

Unknown Online Sampling

5

Mixed Sampling Techniques

4

41

National polls make up a relatively small percentage of polls fielded during the election
cycle, but have an outsized public perception due to their prevalence in national news programs.
Predicting the popular vote, they have become a popular tool of publicizing the candidate’s
national popularity even if its Electoral College implications are limited. However, due to the
presence of funding by national media outlets, RDD and live interview surveys make up a higher
percentage of National polls. 23 national polls were conducted in the final week of the election,
made up of 10 RDD / live interview surveys and 13 Internet surveys. The accuracy of these
national polls can be seen below in Figure 2. RDD / live interview surveys had an average error
of 0.96%, with a variance of 0.07. Internet polls using all sampling methods had an average error
of 1.60% with a variance of 0.73.
Table 2: Average Error, National Polls Only
National Polls

Average Error

Variance

N

RDD / Live Interviewers

0.96%

0.07

10

Internet (all sampling)

1.60%

0.73

13

State polls, which make up a majority of the sample of polls, display increased diversity
of polling methods. They also show a decrease in accuracy when compared to National level

polls conducted over the same time-period. An overview of the average absolute error for all
types can be found in Figure 2. The average absolute error for state level RDD / live interview
surveys was 4.29%. However, this includes polls conducted by the University of New
Hampshire, for which the UNH poll director, Andrew Smith, reported adjusted for age, gender
and region but not education. The AAPOR Report on polling during the 2016 election found that
had the University of New Hampshire adjusted for education in 2016, the error compared to
other polls was removed. This contrasts with other state level polling firms included in our
sample, who all weighted for either education or income (a close approximate of education).
After receiving UNH polling data weighted for education, we have included the relevant UNH
RDD/live-interview state-level poll in our dataset. The average absolute error was 1.9%, slightly
more than 1% more than the national RDD / live interview surveys. Weighting proved to be a
problem for other firms during the 2016 election as well. The USC Dornsife / LA Times poll
utilizes Address-based sampling to generate a random sample, which had proved very accurate in
previous election cycles. However, their national poll during the 2016 election had an average
absolute error of 3.02%. It was later discovered that the poll did not
consider the unequal probability of selection of their respondents that they intentionally
incorporated in their respondent recruitment process. Once they built weights to correct for that
unequal probability of selection, their pre-election survey data came into line closely with the
final election outcome. These examples underscore the importance of transparency in regards to
the weights used by polling firms for each of their polls.
The most common method used at the state level was Online / River Sampling. However,
it also proved to be the least accurate, with an average absolute error of 4.38%. This type of
methodology also showed a high level of variance between results, with a few being strikingly

accurate and some with errors as high as 17.35%. Other methodologies showed mixed results,
with live interview / people registered to vote producing an average absolute error of 2.62% and
IVR / people registered to vote polls yielding an average absolute error of 2.96%. IVR + Live
phone / people registered to vote proved to be the most accurate with 2.00% average absolute
error over 19 polls. This is slightly surprising and could be a future area of research with a larger
sample of polls conducted using this methodology. Overall, our study found that RDD / live
interview scientific surveys were strikingly accurate, with an average absolute error of .96% at
the National Level and 2.13% at the state level. However, they make up only roughly 6% of all
polls conducted during the final week of the election. The most common, online / river sampling,
was the least accurate. Most other methods fall somewhere in between, with state level results
proving less accurate than national ones.
Table 3: Average Absolute Errors (State Only)
Live
Interviews
RDD

IVR

Internet

IVR + Internet

IVR + Live
Phone

Other Mixed
Methods

1.9%**

Address-based Sampling
People Registered to Vote

2.6%

3.0%

2.0%

Automobile Owners
River Sampling

2.4%
4.4%

Opt-In Panel
Unknown Online Sampling
Mixed Sampling Techniques

2.6%

**Inc. UNH poll with weighting by ed.
***Dropped all categories with 5 or less polls

Significance testing was also conducted to measure the significance of the differences in
average absolute errors between RDD / Live interview polls and the least accurate, Internet /
River Sampling. Our first permutation test, a stratified Fisher-Pitman permutation test look
primarily at the difference the log of the squared difference from the election outcome to reduce
the possibility that a small number of very large errors would dominate our results. We also

rerun our test using the untransformed absolute difference from the election outcome. The pvalue for a test using logged squared differences from the election outcome is 0.0038 with an
observed difference in means of 2.73. Repeating this test using the absolute difference from the
election outcome yields p = 0.0017. In both cases, these provide strong support for the
hypothesized difference between RDD and river surveys.
Table 4: Descriptive Statistics
N

Mean

Std. Dev

Min

Max

Absolute Error

175

3.99

2.94

0.13

17.69

Log Squared Error

175

2.28

1.49

-4.11

5.75

RDD

175

0.11

0.31

0.00

1.00

River

175

0.89

0.31

0.00

1.00

National

175

0.09

0.28

0.00

1.00

Our second mixed-model approach uses linear mixed models to account for multiple
sources of variation in our error. In the appendix, we show a variety of linear mixed models and
generalized linear mixed models that provide further evidence that mean-squared error is higher
for river surveys than for RDD surveys even when we account for variation across states. But
this does not distinguish between two possible sources of greater variation for river surveys: bias
and variance. Aggregating across multiple surveys will reduce variance, but do nothing to
address bias.
A linear mixed model will allow us to explore this difference. Our mixed models assume
that the estimate of Clinton’s share of the two-party vote in a survey is equal to the sum of
Clinton’s actual share on election day, an error term, and, possibly, a bias term. The error terms
are assumed to have mean zero but different variances for different error types. Survey bias,
when present, is assumed to vary across state and survey type. We estimate four models: one in

which surveys are unbiased (Model 1), one in which only river surveys are biased (Model 2), one
in which only RDD surveys are biased (Model 3), and one in which both are biased (Model 4).
The estimates of these models appear in Table 5.
Table 5: Linear mixed-models predicting difference between Clinton’s two-party vote shares in surveys and election outcomes,
excluding national surveys
Model 1
Mean of RDD survey bias

—

Model 2
0.85

Model 3
—

(1.18)
Mean of River survey bias

—

—

Model 4
0.89
(1.15)

4.57***

4.57***

(0.93)

(0.93)

Variance of RDD survey bias

—

10.75

—

12.55

Variance of River survey bias

—

—

24.07

24.07

Correlation between RDD and River bias

—

—

—

11.13

N

160

160

160

160

Number of States

51

51

51

51

–589.36

–566.37

–587.10

–563.73

Test against Model 1 (p-value)

—

0.103

< 0.00001

< 0.00001

Test against Model 4 (p-value)

< 0.00001

< 0.00001

0.152

—

Log Likelihood

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

Looking at possible bias in RDD surveys, we cannot reject the null hypothesis of a model
that does not include bias terms for RDD surveys. This is true regardless of whether we compare
models that include river-survey bias (Model 4 against null hypothesis of Model 3, p = 0.152) or
those that do not (Model 4 against null hypothesis of Model 2, p = 0.103). Thus, we find no
evidence that RDD surveys provide a biased picture of vote intention, even allowing for the
possibility that that bias varies between states.
On the other hand, we find strong evidence that river surveys are biased. We can reject
the null hypothesis of a model that assumes river surveys are unbiased in each state regardless of
whether the model assumes RDD surveys are biased (Model 4 against null hypothesis of Model

2 or Model 3 against null hypothesis of Model 1, p < 0.00001 in both cases). Further, while the
models allow the bias to vary from state to state, the mean bias across states is also significantly
different from zero (p < 0.00001) with an estimated bias in favor of Clinton of 4.6 percentage
points. We can also reject the null hypothesis in Model 4 of both survey types providing an equal
bias across states (p = 0.028). Thus, we find strong evidence that river surveys exhibited not only
higher variance but systematic bias that tended to overstate Clinton’s share of the vote in most
states.
General Discussion
The utilization and growth of diverse polling methodologies is not in itself a negative
occurrence, however an examination of the polls conducted during the 2016 election has shown
that the least accurate methodologies are often being deployed at the highest rate. The most
accurate polling methodology in our study, RDD / Live interviewer was utilized by only 21 state
and national polls. This contrasts with Internet / river or opt-in polling methods that were applied
in 182 polls and were found to have the highest average absolute error. This is particularly
concerning when the methodologies used in “battle-ground states” that saw small margins of
victory. In Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, and Florida 60 polls were conducted
in the final week of the election. Only one poll was fielded using optimal RDD / live interviewer
methods. That poll had an average error of 1.13%. This is strong evidence that the most
scientifically rigorous methods produce accurate results, but the ocean of survey research is
currently polluted by many unscientific and inaccurate polls. Polling aggregators such as
FiveThirtyEight and the NYT Upshot, rely on or are strongly improved by quality state level
polling which drives their election outcome modeling. The low-accuracy methods utilized in
states where Trump had a small margin of victory led to inaccuracy both in these models and in

the general perception of Hillary as the overwhelming favorite to win the election. In addition,
the electoral college necessitates an accurate understanding of state-level voter preferences, but
optimal survey methods that could reveal accurate results are not being fielded.
The polls conducted during the 2016 election show that mode and sampling are powerful
determinants of a poll’s accuracy. Following the election, a narrative was shaped around
polling’s failure to accurately predict the outcome that damaged polling’s public reputation.
However, this narrative fails to distinguish between the types of methodologies certain polls use,
whether scientific or non-scientific. While there should be continued debate over whose
responsibility it is to argue this distinction, both pollsters and the news media need to improve
the way in which they communicate poll’s methodologies and results to the public. There also
needs to be greater transparency on the part of companies conducting polls to ensure that their
methods and weighting is available for public study. The consequences of not acknowledging
these realities extends further than simply a decrease in public trust in polling. The fundamental
benefits of polling are also diminished, creating a voting population less educated about politics,
decreasing the effectiveness of political campaigns, and generating a class of politicians who
understand their constituents less.
Conclusion and Future Work
Even with the public criticism towards pre-election polling after the 2016 election it is
unlikely that polls importance will diminish in the national political conversation, with polling
aggregator sites continuing to receive high levels of web traffic and attention. It therefore is
crucial that more research and funding is devoted to ensuring that high-quality polling is
produced at the state level and that poll results are reported accurately. It is also important to note
that there exists a tension between survey researchers wanting to minimize error in their work

but being limited by practical restraints, one of the most common being cost (Groves, 1989). The
most accurate method overall within our study (RDD/Live Interview) is also one of the most
expensive to administer. Technology and the internet have allowed for a proliferation of
technologies that claim to simplify and lower the costs of survey administration. However, more
research is required to analyze the accuracy these techniques. Finally, this project highlights the
importance of transparency in poll methodology design by survey firms, without which it would
be impossible to conduct research such as this. While initiatives such as AAPOR’s Transparency
Initiative have taken strong steps in this area, more must be done to ensure that poll results and
methods are communicated accurately to researchers and an interested public.
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